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Each term your Road Safety Team will send you a specific road safety
theme and competition for you to tell everyone about. However we know
that as JRSO’s you like to arrange fun road safety activities for the
children in your schools to enjoy throughout the year.

This booklet will help you to organise these extra road safety activities.
The first section is filled with information to remind everyone about how
the weather and the changing seasons can affect our road safety. We have
included lots of ideas to help you to: update your notice board, run
campaigns, deliver assemblies as well as ideas for competitions for you
to hold.

There are also ideas on different road safety topics and activity sheets for
you to use with the children, as well as web-sites to visit and road safety
facts to make everyone aware of.

We hope that you and the children in your school enjoy these activities
and enjoy learning more about road safety.

Welcome
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At different times throughout the year there are important road safety
messages that everyone will need to be reminded of to help them to stay
safer when they are using the roads.

To remind everyone of these messages you may wish to develop a
campaign, run a competition or hold an assembly on a specific topic
or to address a particular road safety concern at your school.

To help you to decide which road safety theme is best to use we have
developed a list of the months of the year and the road safety themes
that are important during these times.

JRSO Year Planner  
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JRSO Year Planner

For more information on these themes see your Tales of the Road – a highway code
for young road users which you received in your JRSO resource pack.

  
Month Themes 

September 
• Reception pupils start school 
• Year 7 students start Secondary School  
• Everyone returns to school 
• Autumn Begins 

Green Cross Code 
What is it and when should you use it? 

October 
• International Walk to School Month 
• Clocks go back one hour – darker 

evenings 

Be Safe, Be Seen 
How can you make yourself more visible when it is dark 

in the mornings and evenings? 

November 
• Road Safety Week 

Crossing Safely 
Where are the safer places to cross the road? 

What are the different types of crossings? 
December 

• Winter Begins 
Belt Up 

Staying safer in the car 
Why are seatbelts and booster seats important? 

January Weather Warning 
How do the weather conditions affect road users? 

Playing safely during the bad weather 
February Helping parents and carers to keep everyone safer 

Hazards caused by drivers parking on zig-zag markings 
Parking safely away from school and completing the 

journey on foot 
March 

• Clocks go forward one hour – lighter 
evenings 

• Spring begins 

Being a safe bus passenger 
Where should you stand while you are waiting? 

Crossing the road to and from the bus stop 
 

April 
 

It’s playtime 
Where are the safer places to play near your home? 

Staying safer on roller-blades, skateboards and scooters 
May 

• National Walk to School Week 
Your Journey to School 

Walking on the school journey 

June 
• Bike Week 
• Child Safety Week 
• Summer begins 

Cycling Safely 
Safety gear for you and your bicycle 

Riding your bicycle safely 

July Staying Safer during the Summer Holiday 
If you’re going abroad, know the road rules 

How to stay safer on country roads? 
Planning your journey to your new school  
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Each season brings with it particular road safety concerns. It is a good idea to
look at your JRSO Year Planner for details of the months when the seasons
change then update your JRSO notice board to show the road safety issues
that become important at these times. You could also run a campaign, speak
in assembly or run a competition. We have included some ideas below to assist
you with this. This will help everyone to become more aware of the problems
that the seasons bring so that they can keep themselves safer when they are
using the roads.

Seasons
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l Clocks go back one hour
l Evenings become darker
l Importance of ‘Be Safe, Be Seen’ road safety message
l Fluorescent for day and reflective for night
l Low sun can dazzle drivers

Campaign Idea
Create a flyer for parents and pupils to encourage them to be more visible
when they are using the roads. You could separate the flyer into day and night
to show the difference between fluorescent and reflective materials.

Assembly Idea
Dress in black clothes or a black coat then put on a fluorescent jacket as well
as lots of fluorescent and reflective accessories. Wear as many items of clothing
and accessories as you can find.

Turn the lights out in the hall and ask a teacher to point a torch at you. Ask
the children if they can see you. Explain to the children the difference between
fluorescent and reflective materials and the reason why these materials are so
important. Slowly take off the jacket and the accessories. After taking off each
item, ask the children if they can see you as clearly. Do this until you are left in
your black clothes then ask the children if they can see you.

Explain to the children that at this time of the year the
evenings and mornings are darker so it is very important
that they wear bright clothes or reflective items to help
drivers to see them when they are using the roads.

Competition Idea
Ask the children to design an item of clothing or an accessory
for pedestrians to wear to help them to be more visible to drivers.

Autumn Road Safety
Display Ideas
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l Fog, snow and ice can make it difficult for drivers to see clearly
l Icy pavements and roads can make it slippery for pedestrians
l Slippery roads means cars travel for a longer distance before they can stop
l Travelling safely in the car

Campaign Idea
Update your JRSO notice board to highlight the different weather conditions
and the problems they bring for road users.

Assembly Idea
Develop a power-point display showing pictures of different winter weather
conditions such as snow, fog, heavy rain, frost, ice etc. Advise the
children on the hazards that the weather conditions can bring and what they
can do to keep themselves safer.

Competition Idea
Ask the children to create a poster on the importance of travelling safely in the car
and remember to encourage them to include a catchy message on the poster.

Winter Road Safety
Display Ideas
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l Clocks go forward and the evenings become lighter
l Being safer when walking and cycling on the school

journey
l Staying safer when playing on roller-blades,

scooters and skate-boards

Campaign Idea
Create an information leaflet for pupils to give them hints and tips on how to
stay safer when they are walking or cycling on the school journey and when
playing on roller-blades, scooters and skate-boards.

Assembly Idea
Hold an assembly on the importance of keeping safer as pedestrians and
cyclists. You could include a poem or story in your assembly about the do’s
and don’ts of walking and cycling.

Competition Idea
Ask the children to write a poem about the Green Cross Code. Encourage the
children to choose different types of poems. You could ask them to write an
acrostic or a limerick. An acrostic is a poem in which the first letter in each
line forms a word or message. A limerick is a funny rhyming poem containing
five lines.

Spring Road Safety
Display Ideas
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l Staying safer as a pedestrian and a cyclist when you are out and about
l Road safety rules when travelling abroad or to other holiday places
l Planning your school journey
l Staying safer when playing outside

Campaign Idea
Create a model display of your school and the local area remembering to
include important road safety information such as the location of the school
crossing patrol, crossing points or walking bus and park and stride meeting
places if you have them.

Assembly Idea
Develop a power-point presentation to encourage the pupils to stay safer when
they are out playing or using the roads during the summer holidays.

Competition Idea
Ask the children to design a road safety leaflet about travelling safely on the school
journey. Include hints on safer places for parents to park away from school to reduce
the congestion outside school. The winning leaflet could be printed and distributed to
the new reception children.
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Foundation Stage Activities
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The following suggestions are for games and activities that you may like to
arrange with the younger children in your school to help them to learn more
about road safety.

Activities about the Importance of Holding Hands
l Talk about: When do we use our hands? Why must we hold hands? What would

you do if a grown ups hands were full with shopping bags or pushing a pushchair,
how could you still hold onto them?

l Role play. Practising crossing a road with a grown up.
l Create hand shaped invitations to a road safety activity.
l Make hand shaped biscuits.
l Create an interest table with different types of hand shaped items.
l Encourage the children to design a leaflet to send home to remind their grown ups

about the importance of holding their hands when using the roads.
l Create a feely bag, ask the children to take turns closing their eyes and putting their

hands into the bag and guessing the object.
l Ask the children to make hand prints by drawing around their hands, colouring

them in and cutting them out. They could also use paint to do this. Use the
handprints to make hedgehogs or reindeer pictures.

Activities about Stop, Look, Listen and Think
STOP!
l Talk about where we stop? What is the pavement, kerb and road?
l Talk about types of barriers that we see on the pavement. What are these barriers

used for?
l Listen to the sounds of footsteps and think about sounds that mean STOP! such as

a shout, a clap or a whistle. Ask the children to run around then stop when they
hear these sounds.

l Create collages of footprints or different types of barriers.
l Play musical statues, encourage the children to move around but remind them that

they must stop and stand very still when the music stops.
l Create an interest table of different items that mean stop.
l Encourage the children to draw around and colour in their feet.

LOOK!
l Talk about the importance of looking for traffic when crossing the road.
l Encourage the pupils to practice looking, hide objects in the classroom, on the

school playground or in the school hall and ask the children to look for them.

Ideas for Foundation Stage Activities
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l Play I spy, memory games or pass the parcel with road safety contents.
l Ask the children to bring into school anything they have seen on their way to school

and make an interest table.
l Play a looking game – show the children a tray of objects then remove one object.

Once the object has been removed ask the children which object is missing. Carry on
doing this until there are no objects left on the tray.

l Go on a looking walk around the school grounds or playground and ask the children
to draw pictures of the things they saw.

LISTEN!!
l Talk about the sounds that you hear when you are near a road. What do sounds tell

us? Encourage the children to think about the sounds made by emergency vehicles
and reversing vehicles. Think also about quiet and noisy vehicles too.

l Talk about the importance of listening for traffic. Explain to the children that we
often hear traffic before we see it.

l Encourage the children to close their eyes and guess the sound you are making.
l Create a collage of city and country sounds.
l Make shakers and rattles.
l Play Chinese Whispers.
l Ask the children to listen very carefully on the way to school and ask them to

remember one road sound they heard.
l Go on a listening walk around the school grounds or playground and ask the

children to draw pictures of the things they heard.

THINK!
l Ask the children to think about what they need to do when they are using the roads.
l Observe other pedestrians from inside your school. Think about what they are doing.

Are they stopping, looking and listening when using the roads?

Activities about Vehicles and Transport
l Show the children different types of vehicles that use the road. Compare different

characteristics and ask is it smaller than? Is it bigger than? Faster than? Slower
than? Explain that vehicles on the road are called traffic.

l Encourage the children to make junk model vehicles.
l Ask the children to collect pictures of vehicles to create a collage or make a road

scene including vehicles.
l Sort and match together toy vehicles.
l Make vehicle or wheel shaped biscuits.
l Set up a road system for outdoor pedal toys. Explain to the children the rules of the

road and ask them to follow these rules when they are moving around the road
system.
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Activities about Where We Live and Play
l Talk about safer and dangerous places to play. Safer places to play include a

garden, a park or your home. Unsafe places include on the road, driveways,
pavements and car parks.

l Talk about what to do if toys go on the road outside the play area.
l Make models of safer places to play.
l Help the children to think about hazards and safety measures for skate boarding,

roller-blading, scootering, cycling or being a pedestrian.
l Work with the children to create simple board games for them to play.

Activities about Be Safe, Be Seen
l Look at fluorescent and reflective items and talk about how they work and why

they are important.
l Create an interest table of reflective and fluorescent objects.
l Dress up in reflective and fluorescent items of clothing or accessories.
l Make fluorescent and reflective night and day pictures.
l Create a leaflet or poster to send home to parents to explain the importance of

being visible to drivers.

Activities about People Who Help Us
l Discuss how we can identify people who help us i.e. they usually wear a uniform.
l Invite your Road Safety Officer to come into school to give a talk.
l Role play using costumes.
l Create pictures of people who help us.
l Make lollipop or school crossing patrol biscuits.
l Create a wall frieze and add in figures of people who help us.
l Work with the children to create a leaflet about the importance of crossing the road

with a school crossing patrol if your school has one.

Activities abut Safer Places to Cross
l Using pictures identify zebra crossings, pelican crossings, puffin crossings, toucan

crossings, traffic islands, footbridges and subways as safer places to cross the road.
l Discuss with the children how we use these correctly.
l Role play with miniature pelican and puffin crossings, zebra crossings and school

crossing patrol uniforms.
l Make model pelican, puffin, toucan or zebra crossings.
l Make larger models of safer crossing places to use in role play.
l Create a display about safer places to cross and encourage the children to always

use them.
l Set up interest tables in the colours of traffic lights.
l Play the traffic light game, explain to the children that red is for stop, amber is for

walking and green is for go. Shout out the colours and ask the children to do the
correct actions.
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Activities about Journeys
l Discuss different types of journeys such as journeys on foot, in the car, on the bus,

on a train and in a plane.
l Discuss journeys to various local places e.g. shops, school, library or park. Compare

these with longer journeys by car, coach, train and plane.
l Talk about travelling in cars and the need to have and use special seats and seat

belts.
l Do some simple map making, you could begin with creating maps from one location

to another within your school.
l Make a car or bus with chairs and encourage the children to role play journeys. You

could ask the children to role play different situations such as a family in the car
with children not wanting to wear their seat belts.

l What might happen next? Think of other situations that may occur and ask the
children to role play these too.

l Create an interest table of photographs or pictures of different places visited.
l Create a leaflet or poster about the importance of always wearing a seat belt and

good behaviour when travelling in a car.

In addition to these ideas you could also read a story or sing a song about a road
safety theme. The Road Safety Team has lots of resources available for you to borrow.
If you would like to plan an activity with the younger children in your school contact
your Road Safety Officer for more information.
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What is a vehicle?

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

A vehicle has wheels and travels along the road. Look at the pictures and
draw a line to join the vehicles that are the same together.

Can you think of another vehicle and draw it here?

JRSO Activity Foundation Stage
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What is traffic?

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

Traffic is vehicles that travel along the road.

Draw a red line around the vehicles.
Draw a blue line around the other things.

JRSO Activity Foundation StageJRSO Activity Foundation Stage

Name:       Class:

Draw a red line around the vehicles.
Draw a blue line around the other things.
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People Who Help Us

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

Can you draw a picture of a School Crossing Patrol?
Here is one to help you.

JRSO Activity Foundation StageJRSO Activity Foundation Stage

People Who Help Us

Name:       Class:

Can you draw a picture of a School Crossing Patrol?  
Here is one to help you.

Remember to always use the School Crossing 
Patrol to cross the road, if your school has one.  
Remember to always use the School Crossing Patrol to cross the road, if your school has one.
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JRSO Activity Foundation Stage

Holding Hands

Name:       Class:

Do you hold hands with a grown up when you are near or using roads?

holding hands with.

  

Isla Ava Catherine Ethan

Dad Brother Grandad Mum

1. Isla holds hands with her

2. Ava holds hands with her  

3. Catherine holds hands with her  

4. Ethan holds hands with his 
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Holding Hands

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

Do you hold hands with a grown up when you are near or using roads?
Follow the line with your pencil to find out who these children are holding hands with.

JRSO Activity Foundation Stage

Can you finish the sentences?

1. Isla holds hands with her ........................................................................

2. Ava holds hands with her ........................................................................

3. Catherine holds hands with her ........................................................................

4. Ethan holds hands with his ........................................................................
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JRSO Activity Foundation Stage

Green Cross Code

Name:       Class:

We should always remember to

Stop, Look, Listen and Think
before we cross the road.

Cut out the strips then glue them onto a separate piece of paper in the 
correct order.

STOP

Listen

Stop

Think

Look

JRSO Activity Foundation StageJRSO Activity Foundation Stage
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Green Cross Code

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

We should always remember to:

Stop, Look, Listen and Think

before we cross the road.
Cut out the strips then glue them onto a separate piece of paper in the correct order.

JRSO Activity Foundation Stage
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Key Stage 1 Activities
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Code Breaker

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

Look at the pictures. Write the first letter of each picture in the box.
What does the message spell?

JRSO KS1 Activity
JRSO KS1 Activity

Code Breaker

Name:       Class:

What does the message spell?

  

,   ,    and

JRSO KS1 Activity

  

JRSO KS1 Activity
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What does the message spell?
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What does the message spell?
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Green Cross Code Wordsearch

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

Find these words in the word search grid. Look across, down, backwards,
forwards and diagonally.

JRSO KS1 ActivityJRSO KS1 Activity

Green Cross Code Wordsearch

Name:       Class:

Find these words in the word search grid. Look across, down, backwards, 
forwards and diagonally
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Road Safety Alphabet

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

Find these words in the word search grid. Look across, down, backwards,
forwards and diagonally.

JRSO KS1 Activity

a b c d

e f g h

i j k l

JRSO KS1 Activity

Road Safety Alphabet

Name:       Class:

How many letters of the alphabet can you write or draw a road safety 
word for? 



m n o p

q r s

w

t

u v x

y z

24
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Traffic Word Scramble

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

Can you unscramble the words below to find the names of the vehicles?
Together on the road all of these vehicles are called traffic.

1. rac ...................................

2. sub ...................................

3. rryol ...................................

4. nav ...................................

5. rtocart ...................................

6. ebikrotmo ...................................

7. elcyicb ...................................

8. ecnalubam ...................................

9. eifr enieng ...................................

10. ecplio rac ...................................

11. tenmec imxre ...................................
Can you think of other types of transport that 
travel on the road? Turn over and make a list.

JRSO KS1 Activity
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Road Safety Crossword

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

JRSO KS1 Activity
JRSO KS1 Activity

Road Safety Crossword

Name:       Class:

Across:
1. People walk on this
2. Cars, buses and lorries are called this
4. You hold these with a grown up to keep safe

Down:
1. People who walk are called this
3. Edge of the pavement
5. Cars, buses and lorries travel along this

5 1 7 

4 

3 

2 

6 

JRSO KS1 ActivityJRSO KS1 Activity

Name:       Class:      Class:

5 1 7 

3 

4 

4. You hold these with a grown up to keep safe
2. Cars, buses and lorries are called this
1. People walk on this
Across:

4. You hold these with a grown up to keep safe
2. Cars, buses and lorries are called this
1. People walk on this

4. You hold these with a grown up to keep safe
2. Cars, buses and lorries are called this

2 

5. Cars, buses and lorries travel along this
3. Edge of the pavement
1. People who walk are called this
Down:

4. You hold these with a grown up to keep safe

5. Cars, buses and lorries travel along this
3. Edge of the pavement
1. People who walk are called this

4. You hold these with a grown up to keep safe

5. Cars, buses and lorries travel along this

1. People who walk are called this

4. You hold these with a grown up to keep safe

6 
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Key Stage 2 Activities

 

Key Stage 2
Activities Activities 
ey Stage 2K

 

Activities 
ey Stage 2

 

ey Stage 2
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Crack the Code

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

JRSO KS2 ActivityJRSO KS2 Activity

Crack the Code

Name:       Class:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

n o p q r s t u v w x y z 

19 20 15 16 12 15 15 11 

12 9 19 20 5 14 

2 5 6 15 18 5 

25 15 21 3 18 15 19 19 

20 8 5 18 15 1 4 

On a separate piece of paper use the code to write your own road 
safety message.

Key

Code game
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Green Cross Code Wordsearch

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

JRSO KS2 Activity
JRSO KS2 Activity

Green Cross Code Wordsearch

Name:       Class:

Find these words in the word search grid. Look across, down, backwards, 
forwards and diagonally

  

F S A F E S T D E N P T 

L K N B S Z X P L A C E 
S T O P A T Q T L D C I 

Q E F S G R P D W A L K 
E F A S I A S F P J U O 

S R B C M F A W R A P C 

P E Z Y V F E C U D S R 
K E R B K I L R R A E S 

L A C N E C N M L O U P 
D P C E L K G E H O S T 

L I S T E N E C I A O S 

P A V E M E N T D S H K 
 

LISTEN
SAFE
ACROSS
PAVEMENT
PLACE
PASS

LOOK
WALK
TRAFFIC 
KERB 
SAFEST
STOP

JRSO KS2 Activity

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

JRSO KS2 Activity

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ind these wF

Name: 

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

d searords in the worind these w

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ook acrch grid. Ld sear

      Class:

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

wwn, backoss, doook acr

      Class:

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ds, arw

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ds and diagonallyarworffor

F

L
S

Q

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ds and diagonally

EFAS

SBNK
APOT

GSFE

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

DTS

PXZ
TQT

DPR

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

TPNE

ECAL
ICDL

KLAW

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

Q
E

S

P
K

L

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

GSFE
ISAF

MCBR

VYZE
KBRE

ENCA

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

DPR
FSA

WAF

CEF
RLI

MNC

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

KLAW
OUJP

CPAR

RSDU
SEAR

PUOL

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

D

L

P

SAFE
TENLIS

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

LECP

ETSI

MEVA

W
LOOKTEN

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

EGK

CEN

TNE

ALKWWALK
LOOK

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

TSOH

SOAI

KHSD

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ASSPPASS
CEPLA

VEMENTAPPA
OSSCRA

SAFE  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

S
SAFES
KERB 
TR
W

CE
VEMENT

OSS
  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

PTOS
TSAFES

KERB 
AFFIC TR
ALKWWALK
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Word Puzzle

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

JRSO KS2 Activity
JRSO KS2 Activity

Word Puzzle

Name:       Class:

Write down the meaning of the word conspicuity and an explanation 
as to why this word is so important in road safety.

How many different words can you make from the word conspicuity?

Conspicuity  

the number of words you made

JRSO KS2 Activity

  

JRSO KS2 Activity

  

wn the meaning of the wWrite do

Name: 

  

wn the meaning of the w

  

d conspicuity and an explanation orwn the meaning of the w

      Class:

  

d conspicuity and an explanation 

      Class:

  

d conspicuity and an explanation 

  

as to wh
wn the meaning of the wWrite do

  

d is so imporory this w
wn the meaning of the w

  

oad saftant in rd is so impor
d conspicuity and an explanation orwn the meaning of the w

  

ety.oad safoad safety.
d conspicuity and an explanation 

  

d conspicuity and an explanation 

  
w many diffHo

  
ds can you makorent werw many diffw many differ

  
om the we frds can you mak

  
d conspicuity?orom the w

  
d conspicuity?

  onspicuityC   onspicuity  onspicuity                

the number of w

  

ds you madeorthe number of w

  

ds you made
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Safer Crossing Places Crossword

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

JRSO KS2 Activity
JRSO KS2 Activity

Safer Crossing Places Crossword

Name:       Class:

  

1

2

3 4

5

6

7

8

Down
1. A crossing named after a bird with a brightly coloured beak
2. A bridge for pedestrians
4. A tunnel for pedestrians
5. Cyclists and pedestrians share this crossing
6. A black and white crossing

Why do you think birds feature in road safety so much?

Across
3. Another name for the school crossing patrol (8, 6)
7. A crossing for horses
8. A crossing named after a bird with a large beak

JRSO KS2 Activity

  

JRSO KS2 Activity

  

Name: 

  

1

  

      Class:

Across

  

      Class:

    

3

2

    

8. A crossing named after a bird with a large beak
7. A crossing for horses
3. Another name for the school crossing patrol (8, 6)
Across

  

8. A crossing named after a bird with a large beak
7. A crossing for horses
3. Another name for the school crossing patrol (8, 6)

4

  

8. A crossing named after a bird with a large beak

3. Another name for the school crossing patrol (8, 6)

      

7

6

  

5

      

8

        

6. A black and white crossing
5. Cyclists and pedestrians share this crossing
4. A tunnel for pedestrians
2. A bridge for pedestrians
1. A crossing named after a bird with a brightly coloured beak
Down

  

6. A black and white crossing
5. Cyclists and pedestrians share this crossing
4. A tunnel for pedestrians
2. A bridge for pedestrians
1. A crossing named after a bird with a brightly coloured beak

  

5. Cyclists and pedestrians share this crossing

1. A crossing named after a bird with a brightly coloured beak

  

1. A crossing named after a bird with a brightly coloured beak

    

Why do you think birds feature in road safety so much?

  

Why do you think birds feature in road safety so much?

6. A black and white crossing

  

Why do you think birds feature in road safety so much?

  

Why do you think birds feature in road safety so much?
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Bicycle Word Scramble

Name: .......................................    Class: ..................................

JRSO KS2 Activity
JRSO KS2 Activity

Bicycle Word Scramble

Name:       Class:

1. mearf

2. srtye

3. rtfcroele

4. opskes

5. buh     

6. lbel

7. rguudadm     

8. pupm

9. ecbla

10. inearpn

11. searg    

12. thlig

13. dhaenasbrl  

14. sdeapl

15. raekb

16. kocbl

17. nchai     

18. ealdds

19. swleeh

JRSO KS2 ActivityJRSO KS2 Activity

f1. mearf

Name:       Class:

12. thlig

      Class:

oelecrtftfcr3. r

tye2. sr

f1. mear1. mearf

oele 14. sdeapl

13. dhaenasbrl  

12. thlig

13. dhaenasbrl  

5. buh     

es4. opsk

ocbl16. k

aekb15. r

8. pupm

guudadm     7. r

6. lbel

guudadm     

19. swleeh

18. ealdds

17. nchai     

10. inearpn

9. ecbla

10. inearpn

g    11. sear
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Useful Web-sites

You can surf the web for more useful road safety information. Here are some
useful web-sites to start you off

www.dft.gov.uk/think/education/early-years-and-primary
You could order road safety posters and play road safety games on this
web-site

www.talesoftheroad.direct.gov.uk
Visit this site for road safety games

www.jrso.com
Packed full of information on being a JRSO

www.roadwise.co.uk
Visit this site for activities and information on road safety it has a teacher’s area too.  

www.bmweducation.co.uk/sotso6
Visit this site for more information on road safety themes.

www.3m.co.uk/intl/uk/3mstreetwise
On line road safety games, facts and instructions on cycle safety can be found on this site.

www.brake.org.uk/educators
Browse these pages for events, free advice and free downloadable resources and games.

Log on for lots more
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Road Safety Facts

You could use these interesting facts in assemblies, presentations or
put them on your JRSO notice board for everyone to see.

l Belisha beacons were first introduced to the UK in 1934 and were named after a
transport minister of the time named Leslie Hore Belisha.

l Before the Green Cross Code was introduced children learned the ‘kerb drill’ which
was introduced in 1941.

l The first zebra crossing with black and white stripes on the road appeared in the UK
in 1951.

l The wearing of seatbelts by drivers and front seat passengers was introduced in
Great Britain by legislation in 1983. Further legislation in 1989 and 1991 required
children and adults to use rear seat belt restraints.

l The first Toucan was commissioned in Southampton in February 1991.

l The first person to die in a road accident was Bridget Driscoll who died on the 17th
August 1896 at Crystal Palace in London. She was hit by a car travelling at 4mph.

l The World Health Organisation forecasts that by 2020 road crashes will be the
second most common cause of deaths in the world.

Did you know?
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KS1 Activities

AnswersAnswers

KS1 Activities

Code Breaker Answer is Stop, Look, Listen, Think

Green Cross Code Wordsearch

Road Safety Alphabet
Here are some suggestions for the letters of the alphabet.
  

  

  k e r b a d s t o p 
h r b e s a f e j c 
w a l k t h c p a l 

 c h e l y v l o o k 
 c r o s s p e g h k 

 z c d x y r o a d o 
f b m l k g d g j l 
e l i s t e n g h z 
s t r a f f i c c b 

 p a v e m e n t n m 

a amber, ambulance  b bicycle, bus  
c car, cross, code d driver 
e eyes, ears f  
g green  h helmet, holding hands 
i  island, ice cream van j junction, jam

k kerb l lollipop person, listen, lorry, lines, look 
m motorbike, motorway  n near, noisy     
o on your bike    p 

pannier 
q quiet  r  
s sign, subway, school crossing patrol,

seatbelt, seen 
t  

u underpass v van  
w walk, wheel x taxi, xray

y yellow z zebra

erAnsw

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

ser

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

een CrGr

eakode BrC

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

dsearorode Wode Woross Ceen Cr

 is Stoperer is Stoper Answeak

k

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

chdsear

ook, Listen, Think, L is Stop

db

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

rek
brh
law
ehc
orc

dcz
mbf
ile
rts

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

tsdabr
efaseb
pchtkl
olvyle
gepsso

aoryxd
gdgklm
gnetsi
ciffar

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

po
cj
la
ko
kh

od
lj
zh
bc

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

e some suggestions fe arHer
oad SafR

amber, ambulance a 

car, cross, codec 

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

or the lettere some suggestions fe some suggestions for the letter
ety Alphabetoad Safoad Safety Alphabet

vap

amber, ambulance 

car, cross, code

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

s of the alphabet.or the letter

tnemev

bicycle, busb 
driverd 

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

s of the alphabet.

mn

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

car, cross, codec 
eyes, earse 
green g 

 island, ice cream vani

kerbk 
motorbike, motorwaym 

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

car, cross, code

eyes, ears

 island, ice cream van

motorbike, motorway

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

driverd 
f

helmet, holding handsh 
junction, jamj 

lollipop person, listen, lorry, lines, lookl 
near, noisyn

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

lollipop person, listen, lorry, lines, look

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

on your bikeo

quietq

seatbelt, seen
sign, subway, school crossing patrol,s

underpassu 

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

on your bike

seatbelt, seen
sign, subway, school crossing patrol,

underpass

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

pannier
p 

r 
t 

vanv 

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  walk, wheelw
yellowy 

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  walk, wheel

  

  

            
          
          

           
           

           
          
          
          

           

   
  

   
  

 

  
        

     
 

    
 

 
 

   
  taxi, xrayx 

zebraz 
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KS1 Activities

Traffic Word Scramble
1. car
2. bus
3. lorry
4. van
5. tractor
6. motorbike
7. bicycle
8. ambulance
9. fire engine
10. police car
11. cement mixer

Road Safety Crossword 
Across
1. pavement
2. traffic
4. hands
6. ears

Down
1. pedestrians
3. kerb
5. road
7. eyes

Answers
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KS2 Activities

AnswersAnswers

KS2 Activities

Code breaker – Stop, look and listen before you cross the road

Green Cross Code Wordsearch

Key Stage 2 Safer Crossing Places Crossword

Across
3. lollipop person
7. pegasus
8. pelican

Bicycle Wordscramble

1. frame
2. tyres

4. spokes
5. hub
6. bell
7. mudguard
8. pump
9. cable
10. pannier
     

  

  

F S A F E S T D E N P T 

L K N B S Z X P L A C E 
S T O P A T Q T L D C I 

Q E F S G R P D W A L K 
E F A S I A S F P J U O 

S R B C M F A W R A P C 

P E Z Y V F E C U D S R 
K E R B K I L R R A E S 

L A C N E C N M L O U P 
D P C E L K G E H O S T 

L I S T E N E C I A O S 

P A V E M E N T D S H K 
 

Down

2. footbridge
4. subway
5. toucan
6. zebra

11.gears
12. light
13. handlebars
14. pedals
15. brake
16. block
17. chain
18. saddle
19. wheels 

erAnsw

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ser
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ZEP
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CPD

SIL

VAP

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ALPXZSB
DLTQTAP

AWDPRGS
JPFSAIS

ARWAFMC

DUCEFVY
ARRLIKB

OLMNCEN
OHEGKLE

AICENET

SDTNEME
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8. pelican
7. pegasus
3. lollipop per

ossAcr

ey Stage 2 SafK
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ossing Places Crer Crey Stage 2 Safey Stage 2 Safer Cr
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8. pelican

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

ambledscrorBicycle WBicycle Wor

8. pelican

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

s11.gear

a6. zebr
5. toucan

yaw4. sub

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

8. pump
7. mudguar
6. bell
5. hub

es4. spok

es2. tyr
ame1. fr

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

d7. mudguar

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

18. saddle
17. chain
16. block

eak15. br
14. pedals

s13. handlebar
12. light

s11.gear

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

10. pannier
9. cable
8. pump

     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

10. pannier
     

  

  

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
            

            
            

            

            
 

19. wheels 
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Notes


